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Institute of Technology (EPFL), Lausanne, SwitzerlandABSTRACT Cell polarity underlies many aspects of metazoan development and homeostasis, and relies notably on a set of
PAR proteins located at the cell cortex. How these proteins interact in space and time remains incompletely understood. We
performed a quantitative assessment of polarity establishment in one-cell stage Caenorhabditis elegans embryos by
combining time-lapse microscopy and image analysis. We used our extensive data set to challenge and further specify an
extant mathematical model. Using likelihood-based calibration, we uncovered that cooperativity is required for both anterior
and posterior PAR complexes. Moreover, we analyzed the dependence of polarity establishment on changes in size or tem-
perature. The observed robustness of PAR domain dimensions in embryos of different sizes is in agreement with a model
incorporating fixed protein concentrations and variations in embryo surface/volume ratio. In addition, we quantified the
dynamics of polarity establishment over most of the viable temperatures range of C. elegans. Modeling of these data suggests
that diffusion of PAR proteins is the process most affected by temperature changes, although cortical flows appear unaffected.
Overall, our quantitative analytical framework provides insights into the dynamics of polarity establishment in a developing
system.INTRODUCTIONA widespread mechanism to polarize cells in metazoan
organisms relies on generating spatially restricted do-
mains of protein enrichment at the cell cortex below the
plasma membrane. Such cortical polarization is important
for many aspects of cellular behavior and development,
including asymmetric cell division, cell migration, and
determination of body axes (reviewed in (1)). Defects in
cortical cell polarity have been associated with a variety
of disease conditions, including cancer (reviewed in (2)).
The core molecular players of cortical polarity were iden-
tified in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, where their
inactivation results in PARtitioning defective phenotypes
characterized by impaired asymmetric cell division (3).
In the wild-type (WT) ~50 mm-long C. elegans embryo,
cortical polarity is established during the first cell cycle,
thereby defining the anterior-posterior embryonic axis.
Initially, the so-called anterior PAR complex, consisted of
PAR-3, PAR-6, and PKC-3, occupies the entire cortex in a
uniform manner, whereas the posterior components PAR-
2, PAR-1, and LGL-1 are cytoplasmic (reviewed in (4)).
The actomyosin network, a central constituent of the cell
cortex, is uniformly tensed at this stage. Shortly thereafter,
symmetry is broken in the vicinity of the centrosomes
through a local reduction in cortical tension at the presump-
tive posterior pole (5–7). This initiates an anterior-directedSubmitted June 19, 2014, and accepted for publication December 11, 2014.
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0006-3495/15/02/0799/11 $2.00cortical flow that promotes clearance of the anterior PAR
complex from the posterior side, as well as binding of
PAR-2, PAR-1, and LGL-1 to the thus depleted region of
the posterior cortex (8,9). Thereupon, the first phase of po-
larity establishment (hereafter referred to as initiation) con-
tinues for ~5 min through retraction of the anterior domain
and concomitant expansion of the posterior domain until the
two each occupy approximately half of the embryo cortex
(8). The second phase of polarity establishment (hereafter
referred to as maintenance) follows, during which the ante-
rior and posterior domains remain stationary for ~10 min
until the first mitotic division takes place.
Polarization in one-cell stage C. elegans embryos relies
on the mutual inhibition between the anterior and the
posterior PAR proteins, leading to the formation of two
nonoverlapping cortical domains (10,11). Such mutual inhi-
bition and, more generally, polarity establishment, have
been the subjects of mathematical models that capture the
essence of the underlying molecular interactions (12–14).
Although several parameters characterizing these processes
were measured experimentally (15), the parameters govern-
ing mutual inhibition were assigned empirically to enable
modeling (13), leaving uncertainties concerning the under-
lying mechanism. Regardless of the mathematical model,
polarity establishment must be robust to changes in size
and temperature. C. elegans embryos that are ~30 mm- to
~75 mm-long are viable and give rise to fertile adults
(16,17). Therefore, scaling of the PAR domains must
take place, although the extent to which this is the casehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.12.022
800 Blanchoud et al.has not been investigated. Moreover, because C. elegans can
develop between ~10C and ~25C (18), polarization must
also tolerate temperature variations, but how this occurs
has not been investigated either. Here, we address these
and related outstanding issues by combining quantitative
microscopy with mathematical modeling, thus yielding
important insights into polarity establishment dynamics in
C. elegans embryos.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Worm strains, cell cycle timing, and RNAi
All C. elegans strains were maintained at 24C according to standard pro-
cedures (19). For recordings performed at 20C and 13C, the strains were
shifted to a lower temperature at least 1 h before imaging. The transgenic
strain expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusion proteins were
kindly provided as follows: mCherry::PH (OD70 (20)) by Karen Oegema,
GFP::PAR-2(RNAi resistant); par- 2(ok1723) animals (JH2951 (21)) by
Fumio Motegi, GFP::PAR-2(RNAi resistant) (TH129 (22)) by Anthony Hy-
man, GFP::PAR-2 (KK866 (8)) by Kenneth Kemphues, and VIT-2::GFP
(RT130 (23)) by the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center.
Determination of three key events during the first cell cycle was per-
formed by visual inspection of the recordings and their timing defined as
follows: pseudocleavage furrow, maximal ingression of the pseudocleavage
furrow; pronuclear meeting, first contact between pronuclei; cytokinesis,
cleavage furrow initiation.
The bacterial RNAi feeding strain for C27D9.1 was obtained from the
C. elegans ORFeome RNAi library (gift from Jean-Franc¸ois Rual and
Marc Vidal, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA). The bacterial RNAi
feeding strain for ani-2 was obtained from the Ahringer RNAi library
(24). Bacteria were prepared as described (25) and fed to starved L1 ani-
mals for 48 h at 24C.Time-lapse microscopy and temperature control
GFP::PAR-2(RNAi resistant); par-2(ok1723); mCherry-PH (GZ1056) nem-
atodes were dissected in tempered osmotically balanced blastomere culture
medium (26). Embryos were imaged using multichannel time-lapse differ-
ential interference contrast (DIC) and fluorescence microscopy on a Zeiss
Axioplan 2 with a 63 oil objective and a 6% neutral density filter to atten-
uate the 103 W Arc Mercury epifluorescent source. The microscope and
the 1392  1040 pixels 12-bit Photometrics CoolSNAP ES2 camera
were controlled by mManager (27). Images were taken every 10 s with
the following exposure time: DIC, 100 ms; GFP, 500 ms; mCherry,
250 ms. The focus was manually adjusted during the recordings to remain
close to the mid-embryo focal plane.
For WT recordings, an additional Fast response temperature control unit
(GP205, EMBL (28)) was used to obtain very stable temperature condi-
tions. The samples were mounted as detailed by the manufacturer on
22  40  0.14 mm coverslips and the stage filled with desalted water.
To obtain an optimal DIC image despite the copper grid present 1 mm
below the slide, an achromatic condenser head P 0.90 S1 from Leica was
adapted to the Zeiss Axioplan 2.
Otherwise WT VIT-2::GFP worms were prepared similarly but imaged
on a PerkinElmer Spinning-Disk Confocal equipped with a 60 oil objec-
tive and an 488 nm Argon laser. Images were taken every second on a Ha-
mamatsu EMCCD C9100-50 camera with an exposure time of 250 ms. The
focus was manually adjusted during the recordings to keep the imaging
plane focused on the male pronucleus. VIT-2::GFP ani-2(RNAi) and VIT-
2::GFP C27D9.1(RNAi) embryos were imaged in a similar manner but on
a Yokogawa Spinning-Disk CSU-W1 equipped with a 60 oil objective
and a Hamamatsu EMCCD ImagEM B/W camera.Biophysical Journal 108(4) 799–809All recordings were performed under controlled temperature conditions.
ani-2(RNAi) and C27D9.1(RNAi) recordings were acquired in an air-condi-
tioned room at 23C, VIT-2::GFP in another room kept at 22C.RESULTS
Monitoring polarity establishment
To challenge and potentially improve extant mathematical
models, we performed multichannel time-lapse recordings
of polarity establishment in 140 embryos, monitoring the
posterior cortical domain with GFP::PAR-2 at a frame rate
of 0.1 Hz (Fig. S1, A–C, in the Supporting Material; Movie
S1; Materials and Methods). To avoid nonphysiological
levels of PAR-2, we used a strain expressing GFP::PAR-2
(21) in a par-2(ok1723) deletion mutant background to
remove endogenous PAR-2. These worms are fully viable
and fertile, attesting to the functionality of the fusion
protein. In addition, immunofluorescence analysis showed
that cortical PAR-2 levels in this strain are closer to
the WT than in a previously used strain expressing
GFP::PAR-2 on top of endogenous PAR-2 (13) (Fig. S1,
D–F). We crossed the newly obtained worms with trans-
genic animals expressing mCherry::PH (20) to visualize
the plasma membrane in the entire embryo and acquired a
collection of high spatial and temporal data sets including
five recording conditions (Fig. S1 G). This provides a
unique resource for a quantitative study of polarity estab-
lishment, including upon size or temperature perturbations.Quantifying polarity establishment
To precisely measure polarity establishment in every
embryo, we combined ASSET (29), a fully automated
segmentation and standardization algorithm, with a signal
quantification method developed specifically for this study
(see the SupportingMaterial). ASSET first identifies the em-
bryo eggshell in the DIC channel (Fig. 1 A) and then locates
the cell membrane using the mCherry::PH signal (Fig. 1 B).
Thereafter, the DIC and mCherry::PH segmentations are
smoothed and used to guide GFP::PAR-2 signal detection
(Fig. 1, C and D). The signal intensity along the membrane
(Fig. 1 E) is then quantified after separation from the cyto-
plasmic signal, from the eggshell autofluorescence and from
the noise (Fig. S1, H–M). The GFP::PAR-2 cortical signal
was thus determined for every frame, yielding a high-reso-
lution kymograph of polarity establishment represented in
absolute distance (Fig. 1 F).
During polarity establishment, a process referred to as
posteriorization centers the growing posterior domain to
the closest pole of the embryo (30,31). Because we focused
this study on the expansion of the posterior domain, we
normalized for posteriorization by automatically detecting
the center and the extent of the expanding GFP::PAR-2
domain in the kymographs (Fig. 1, F and G, and Supporting
Material). Together, the previous steps enabled us to
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FIGURE 1 Quantifying polarity establishment.
(A–D) Automated segmentation using ASSET.
ASSET first (A) identifies the eggshell (green) in
the DIC image, and then (B) segments the cell
membrane (red) in the mCherry::PH image, and
finally (C) transposes these two segmentations
(green and red) to the GFP::PAR-2 channel and
smoothes them (light green and orange). The white
box delimits the area magnified in (D). Numbers in
(C) and (E) denote corresponding locations. (D)
Magnification of area delimited in (C) by the
white box. (E) Perpendicular quantification of
GFP::PAR-2 fluorescence in frame C (Fig. S1,
H–M). (F) Kymograph of the recording containing
the frame shown in (A)–(C) (see Movie S1), over-
laid with automatic detection of the domain center
(dashed line) and of domain expansion (gray line).
Horizontal lines: cell cycle events (see Materials
and Methods); arrows: position of the frame shown
in (A)–(E). Black areas correspond to locations
outside the embryo. (G) Final kymograph after
centering and cropping, overlaid with landmarks
as in (F). CYK, cytokinesis; PCF, pseudocleavage
furrow; PNM, pronuclear meeting.To see this
figure in color, go online.
Quantitative Analysis of Cell Polarity 801robustly determine the dynamics of GFP::PAR-2 accumula-
tion at the cell cortex in 140 embryos.A model with newly measured cortical flows
faithfully captures the experimental data
To quantitatively assess how the spatial and temporal dy-
namics of PAR-2 predicted from mathematical models
matches our kymographs, we developed a likelihood score
(Eq. S1 and the Supporting Material). The extant model
we initially considered ((13), termed M1) is one-dimen-
sional, assuming rotational symmetry along the longitudinal
embryonic axis, and simulates the concentration of both
anterior and posterior complexes at the cortex over space
and time. This model accounts for binding and unbinding
of the complexes to the cortex, protein diffusion within
the cortex, and cortical flows, all of which have been deter-
mined experimentally (15). In addition, the model embeds
mutual inhibition between the two complexes, which in-
volves nonlinear interactions with cooperativity exponents
a and b that have not been determined experimentally
(Eq. S2, Eq. S3 and the Supporting Material).
To assess the performance of M1, the 47 WT recordings
performed at 24C were averaged after temporal registra-
tion to reduce variability between kymographs (Figs. 2 A
and S2, A and B). The resulting average was in qualitative
agreement with M1 using the published parameter values(Figs. 2 B and S2, C and D; Table S1 (13)). However,
the salient leading edge enrichment and concomitant over-
shooting reported previously (13) was observed to a much
lesser extent in our experiments (Fig. 2 B, arrowheads,
compare with Fig. 2 A). We considered whether the more
salient enrichment might result from the excess of total
PAR-2 in the previous analysis (see Fig. S1 E). However,
we found that simulating an excess of posterior versus
anterior complexes still resulted in notable leading edge
enrichment (Fig. S3, A–C). Therefore, we set out to inves-
tigate further what in the model may cause such discrep-
ancy with the experimental results. In a first approach
that minimizes the changes with respect to the original
model M1, we tested whether individual parameters,
including those that had been experimentally determined
previously (15), needed to be adjusted (Fig. S3, D–W).
However, none of the tested parameter variations could
reduce the salient leading edge enrichment and the
concomitant domain overshooting (Fig. S3). Given that
the four parameters governing mutual inhibition between
anterior and posterior components (i.e., kAP, a, kPA, and
b) were not measured experimentally, we reasoned that re-
optimizing all these four parameters simultaneously (into a
model termed M1*) could reduce the discrepancies with
the data. We found that, although this improved the simu-
lation at the leading edge, the predicted initiation phase of
polarity establishment was still not in agreement with theBiophysical Journal 108(4) 799–809
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FIGURE 2 Model with newly measured cortical
flows faithfully captures the experimental data. (A)
Average GFP::PAR-2 protein distribution during
polarity establishment at 24C (n ¼ 47), overlaid
with segmentation of domain center (dashed line)
and domain expansion (dark gray). Time zero in
this figure: onset of polarity establishment, as iden-
tified by domain segmentation. (B) Polarity estab-
lishment as predicted by M1 (Table S1 (13)),
overlaid with the segmentation of this prediction
(light gray) and of our experimental data (dark
gray). Arrowheads indicate leading front enrich-
ment not observed in (A). (C) Cortical flows
measured using VIT-2::GFP particle tracking
(Fig. S4 and the Supporting Material). (D) Polarity
establishment as predicted by M2 (i.e., M1 with
flows shown in C), overlaid with landmarks similar
to (B). Note the strong dampening of leading edge
enrichment. To see this figure in color, go online.
802 Blanchoud et al.experimental data (Fig. S2 E). We thus decided to explore
whether another minimal modification to M1 could reduce
this leading edge while keeping the model as close as
possible to the published experimental parameter values.
Because of the importance of cortical flows in the early dy-
namics of polarity establishment (9), and because the two-
dimensional (2D) cortical flow velocity map accompanying
M1 stems from only a few measurements (13), we consid-
ered whether this could be the source of the observed
discrepancy.
We thus set out to estimate cortical flows anew. We used
the movements of subcortical VIT-2::GFP yolk granules as a
proxy (32), because we anticipated that the high number of
granules that can be analyzed in this manner compared to
the lower number of nonmuscle myosin (NMY-2) foci
should generate a more accurate 2D cortical velocity map,
in particular close to the site of polarity initiation (see the
Supporting Material). This approach enabled us to detect
~450 particles per frame (i.e., over 1.7 million particles in
total, Figs. S4 and S5). The resulting 2D velocity map
(~0.08 mm/s at the maximal location, Fig. 2 C) is character-
ized by slightly slower flows than those stemming from pre-
vious measurements based on NMY-2::GFP (~0.11 mm/s
on average, Table S2 (9,13,33)), while being analogous to
earlier one-dimensional measurements based on manual
tracking of individual yolk granules (~0.07 mm/s, Table S2
(34,35)) as well as with measurements performed using par-
ticle image velocimetry as an alternative means to quantify
flows (Fig. S6 and (32)). Of importance, incorporating the
newly determined 2D cortical flows into a revised version
of the original mathematical model M1 (termed M2) drasti-
cally dampened the previously noted leading edge enrich-
ment (Figs. 2 D and S2, G and H). Therefore, model M2Biophysical Journal 108(4) 799–809provides a more accurate quantitative description of polarity
establishment in the WT.Cooperativity of both anterior and posterior
components is required to account for polarity
establishment
Among themodel parameters (Table S1 andEqs. S2 and S3 in
the Supporting Material), those governing mutual inhibition
between anterior and posterior components (i.e., kAP, a, kPA,
and b) do not rely on experimental measurements, but were
chosen empirically to allow for a stable initial homogeneous
anterior state and a stable final polarized state (13). Given that
other combinations of values can give rise to such behaviors
(13), we decided to useM2 to infer those four values from our
data set. Because our data set provides data on the dynamics
of the posterior domain andmerely infers parameter values of
the anterior domain,we set out to testwhether such inferences
are precise. To this end, we conducted simulation experi-
ments using the samemaximum-likelihood optimization pro-
cedure applied for the actual data, which demonstrated that
the inferences derived for the anterior domain are indeed pre-
cise (Fig. S7, Eq. S1, andSupportingMaterial).We thus could
identify the most likely values independently for each em-
bryo (Fig. 3), and hence obtained the distribution of parame-
ters that can give rise to polarity establishment (Fig. S8).
Correlation analysis of the estimated parameters (Fig. S8 O
(36)) confirmed the need for tightly coregulated mutual
inhibition rates kAP and kPA (Fig. S8G), as previously derived
analytically (13), while revealing covariance between the
other parameters of the mathematical model.
The average estimated values provided insights into the
mutual inhibition process, both in terms of the rates and
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FIGURE 3 Cooperativity of both anterior and
posterior components is required for polarity estab-
lishment. (A–D) Best values for the unmeasured
mutual inhibition parameters {(A) kAP, (B) a, (C)
kPA, (D) b} was identified in each embryo by an
optimization procedure. Values detected as outliers
(see the Supporting Material) are depicted using
crosses and removed from the calculation of the
mean as well as from the parameter distribution
(Fig. S8). Values are color-coded with respect to
their recording condition and overlaid with the cor-
responding average and standard deviation. Shown
are the linear regression (dark gray line) with
the corresponding 95% confidence interval (light
gray area), the correlation coefficient R2 that re-
ports the fraction of variance explained by the
linear regression, the slope of the correlation m
and the p-value (Student’s two-tailed t-test for the
coefficientm). To see this figure in color, go online.
Quantitative Analysis of Cell Polarity 803cooperativity exponents. First, the two mutual inhibition
rates were significantly smaller than the formerly proposed
values (kAP ¼ 0.008 5 0.017 and kPA ¼ 0.030 5 0.035
compared to 0.19 and 2, respectively, Fig. 3, A and C, and
Table S3 (13), all 5 represent standard deviations). Such
smaller rates reflect reduced mutual inhibition and are
required to account for the low GFP::PAR-2 signal on the
anterior half (Fig. S2, I and K, lighter red, compared to
Fig. S2, C and G, dark red). Second, our analysis revealed
a difference in the value of one of the exponents compared
to that previously chosen. a describes the cooperative action
of posterior proteins toward inhibiting the anterior com-
plex, and vice-versa for b (see the Supporting Material).
Values>1 for a or b indicate nonlinear biochemical kinetics
such as oligomerization (37) or multisite phosphorylation
(38). Our data confirms that the hypothesized cooperativity
for the anterior complex (b ¼ 2 in (13,14)) is necessary to
explain the data (b ¼ 2.30 5 0.74, Fig. 3 D). In addition
and of importance, in contrast to previous conclusions
(a ¼ 1 in (12–14)), our results predict that cooperativity
in the posterior domain is also required (a ¼ 2.17 5 1.28,
Fig. 3 B). This suggests a nonlinear mechanism involved
in the exclusion by posterior proteins of the anterior
complex.Fixed protein concentration combined with
changes in surface/volume ratio underlies
domain scaling
We next investigated how polarity can be established seem-
ingly normally over a wide range of embryo sizes (16,17).
Here, we define perfect scaling as a situation where therelative size of the posterior domain is independent of em-
bryo size. To probe the degree to which scaling operates
in vivo, we quantified the extent of the posterior domain
in smaller embryos generated using RNA-interference
(RNAi)-mediated depletion of the anillin gene ani-2 (n ¼
16, Fig. 4, A and B (16)), in WT embryos (n ¼ 47, Fig. 4,
C and D), as well as in larger embryos generated using
RNAi-mediated depletion of the open reading frame
C27D9.1 (n ¼ 11, Fig. 4, E and F (39)). We found that
the size of the posterior domain scaled with membrane
length, albeit not perfectly (Fig. S9 A).
We next studied whether the mathematical model could
reproduce such behavior. Scaling is anticipated from the
model because the size of the posterior domain is governed
mathematically by the relative abundance of anterior versus
posterior proteins (13), which should be independent from
cell size given that oocytes derive from a common syncy-
tium. To assess the actual degree of scaling in the model,
we simulated M2 with the estimated parameters for mutual
inhibition (see Fig. 3). M2 indeed predicts that domain
length increases with membrane length (Fig. S9 C). How-
ever, scaling is imperfect, with smaller embryos showing
proportionally larger posterior domains (Fig. S9 D), as
anticipated because the surface/volume ratio 4, which de-
creases for larger cells (see the Supporting Material), dic-
tates the protein pool available to bind the membrane (Eq.
S3 in the Supporting Material).
Intriguingly, the scaling observed experimentally is even
less precise than the model predictions (Fig. S9 B, compare
with Fig. S9 D), raising the possibility that the model does
not capture the full impact of cell size on polarity estab-
lishment. One process that may contribute further to sizeBiophysical Journal 108(4) 799–809
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FIGURE 4 Fixed protein concentration and
changes in surface/volume ratio underlie domain
scaling. (A, C, and E) DIC images representing
the median embryo of each recording condition
and (B, D, and F) corresponding kymographs,
overlaid with landmarks similar to Fig. 1. The
white dashed line in E delimits the boundary of
the raw image. (G) Linear regression (dark gray
line) performed on the length of the embryo versus
the fraction of the membrane spanned by
GFP::PAR-2, overlaid with landmarks similar to
Fig. 3. The darker circles indicate the locations of
the median recordings depicted in (A)–(F). (H)
Same as (G), but quantifying the extent of the pos-
terior domain as predicted by M3 (i.e., using the
values calibrated with the median recordings). To
see this figure in color, go online.
804 Blanchoud et al.dependence is cortical flow. Indeed, extending the assump-
tion of fixed protein concentrations to components of the
actomyosin cytoskeleton, we deduced that the magnitude
of cortical flows could be inversely proportional to 4 (see
the Supporting Material). To test this hypothesis, we deter-
mined cortical flows both in smaller ani-2(RNAi) (n ¼ 6)
and larger C27D9.1(RNAi) embryos (n ¼ 8), which were
analyzed in conjunction with cortical flows in the WT. As
shown in Fig. S9, E and F, we did not observe a correlation
between cortical flows and either embryo length, or surface/
volume ratio. Therefore, because we sought to derive aBiophysical Journal 108(4) 799–809single model able to capture the entire data set, we explored
whether some of the unmeasured parameters would need to
be optimized. We thus recalibrated the model (i.e., opti-
mized kAP, a, kPA, and b) using together the median embryo
from the small, normal and large data sets (Fig. 4G and Sup-
porting Material). Although the resulting model (M3, Table
S3) matches the experimentally measured domain length us-
ing a single set of parameter values (Fig. S9 G), it does not
fully capture the correlation between embryo length and
relative domain size (Fig. 4 H). This suggests that an addi-
tional mechanism involved in domain scaling has not been
Quantitative Analysis of Cell Polarity 805incorporated into the model. Irrespective of these small var-
iations, the four mutual inhibition parameters in M3 were
similar to those obtained with M2 (Table S3), reinforcing
our conclusion that cooperativity is needed for both anterior
and posterior components. Overall, our results suggest that
scaling is an intrinsic property of PAR proteins, which arises
mainly from the combination of fixed protein concentrations
and variations in surface/volume ratio.Diffusion is the process most affected by
temperature changes and exhibits an Arrhenius-
type behavior
We next investigated how polarity establishment depends on
temperature. Because temperature influences most molecu-
lar processes, all the parameters of the mathematical model
could a priori depend on temperature. We thus considered
that the three types of molecular mechanisms embedded
in the model (i.e., protein diffusion, biochemical reactions,
and cortical flows) might be affected differently by varia-
tions in temperature. To explore this possibility, we per-
formed recordings at three temperatures spanning most of
the viable range for C. elegans (13C, 20C, 24C, Fig. 5,
A–C) (18). Our analysis uncovered three changes with
increased temperature: 1) a significant acceleration in the
pace of polarity initiation (Fig. 5 D); 2) a loss of steepness
in the gradient of the posterior domain during the mainte-
nance phase (Fig. 5 E, arrowheads, (40)); and 3) a slight
contraction of the relative length of the posterior domain
(Fig. S10 C). To identify the source of these three modifica-
tions, we mimicked the impact of temperature on each
group of related rates in the mathematical model using a
scaling factor l set to 1 at 20C (see the Supporting
Material).
We varied ls for the parameters representing protein
diffusion (DA and DP), biochemical reactions (kAþ, kA,
kAP, kPþ, kP, and kPA), or cortical flows (n) (Fig. S10, D–
R, and Table S4). The exponents a and b were assumed to
be unaffected by temperature, and the new flow measure-
ments were used (M3). We found that varying the mem-
brane binding rates (kAþ, kPþ, Fig. S10, G–I) reproduced
both the contraction of relative domain length (Fig. S10 I)
and the acceleration in polarity initiation (Fig. S10 H) but
not gradient steepening (Fig. S10 G). Variations in cortical
unbinding rates (kA, kP, Fig. S10, J–L) predicted only
gradient steepening (Fig. S10 J), whereas variations in
cortical flows reproduced only the acceleration in polarity
initiation (n, Fig. S10, P–R). Moreover, variations in the
mutual inhibition rates (kAP, kPA, Fig. S10,M–O) had almost
no effect on the contraction of relative domain length
(Fig. S10 O). By contrast, variations in diffusion could
reproduce all three modifications (DA, DP, Figs. 5, F and
G, and S10 F), suggesting that diffusion is the main process
underlying the observed alterations in polarity establish-
ment upon temperature changes.To relate the scaling factors l to the actual temperatures
and to assess the contribution of parameters other than
diffusion, we considered three increasingly complex
mechanisms: 1) constant value for each temperature, e.g.,
in temperature-compensated cortical fluidity (41,42); 2)
Arrhenius-type dependence for each temperature, e.g., in
metabolic rates kinetics (43,44); and 3) independent values
for each temperature, an arbitrary temperature dependence.
These relations were hypothesized for the three types of
molecular mechanisms encapsulated in the model. We then
assessed the performance of different combinations of tem-
perature mechanisms (Fig. S11 and the SupportingMaterial).
The best model, selected using the Akaike information
criterion with a correction or AICc (45), revealed again that
diffusion is most sensitive to variations in temperature
(Fig. S11 A). In addition, the selected model indicates that
protein diffusion and biochemical reactions have Arrhe-
nius-like kinetics (see the SupportingMaterial). Interestingly,
in almost all models (Fig. S11, except Fig. S11 D), flows are
independent of temperature, suggesting the existence of a
compensation mechanism for cortical flows. We also con-
ducted a parameter sensitivity analysis, which uncovered
that polarity establishment is most robust to variations in
diffusion parameters (Fig. S12, E and I). Such buffering of
fluctuations in diffusion speeds indicates that significant var-
iations in parameter value are required for a noticeable effect
on polarization, hence providing an explanation for the iden-
tified strong dependence of diffusion on temperature.
Overall, we conclude that diffusion is more sensitive to
variations in temperature than biochemical reactions, and
that cortical flows appear to be largely constant within the
studied temperature range.DISCUSSION
We performed a quantitative analysis of polarity establish-
ment in the early C. elegans embryo combining live imaging
and mathematical modeling. To extend and further calibrate
an extant mathematical model (M1 (13)), we first refined es-
timates of cortical flows, which are essential to account for
the early dynamics of polarity establishment (M2, Fig. 6 A).
Using an optimization method, we estimated previously un-
specified parameters characterizing the mutual inhibition
terms. Using our unique data on embryos of varying sizes,
we derived a model that also accounts for part of the
observed scaling of the PAR domains (M3, Fig. 6 B).
Finally, we extended this model so that it also predicts
temperature dependence of polarity establishment using
Arrhenius-like equations (M4, Fig. 6, C and D). The lower
magnitude of the variations predicted by the model
following changes in size or temperature raises the possibil-
ity that some parameters did not converge to optimal values.
However, the smoothness of the scoring function (Fig. S12)
combined with the efficient convergence of the optimization
(Fig. S7) render this hypothesis unlikely. Instead, weBiophysical Journal 108(4) 799–809
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FIGURE 5 Diffusion is the process most
affected by temperature. (A–C) Average kymo-
graphs of polarity establishment at the indicated
temperatures, overlaid with landmarks similar to
Fig. 1. Arrows: portion of the maintenance stage
(white line) averaged for the profiles displayed
in (E). (D) Quantification of duration of the
maintenance phase (see the Supporting Material)
at the three temperatures, overlaid with tests of sig-
nificance (Student’s two-tailed t-test). (E) Profiles
of GFP::PAR-2 signal during maintenance (arrows
in A–C) at different temperatures. Thin lines: indi-
vidual profiles; thick lines: average of each condi-
tion. Each set of curves (i.e., each recording
temperature) is statistically different from each
other (p < 0.001, adaptive Neyman test (40)). Ar-
rowheads: variations predicted by the model (see
G). (F) Quantification of the time required for po-
larity maintenance as in (D) when the values of the
diffusion parameters DA and DP are scaled by the
factor l. Note that the x axes in (D) and (F) cannot
be directly compared; however, a similar trend is
observed. (G) Profiles simulated by the model as
in (F) and aligned as in (E). To see this figure in
color, go online.
806 Blanchoud et al.suggest that these remaining differences reflect simplifica-
tions inherent to mathematical modeling.
Indeed, the model from which our own analysis stems
(13) did not consider certain aspects of polarity establish-
ment. This includes the existence of other players of polarity
establishment such as PAR-5 (46) or CDC-42 (47), potential
feedback between polarity and cortical flows (8,35), and
the individual dynamics of the different members of the
anterior and posterior complexes. Nevertheless, we believe
that the level of detail considered here is the most suitable
mathematical representation of polarity establishment given
the currently available experimental evidence. Of impor-
tance, such abstractions are important to reduce the number
of parameters and permit their identifiability (Fig. S12).Biophysical Journal 108(4) 799–809Moreover, despite its simplicity, model M1, and by exten-
sion its new variants M2–M4, can account for the behavior
of various mutant/RNAi conditions that affect polarity
establishment, including polarization in a no-flow regime
or following changes in the ratio of anterior versus posterior
proteins (13). A quantitative analysis in such embryos
following the approach presented here should help further
characterize the proposed mathematical model. In partic-
ular, studying polarity establishment upon depletion of pro-
teins known to modulate the size of the domains, such as
PAR-4 (48) or MEX-5/6 (8), would be highly informative.
Our work underscores the importance of cortical flows in
the spatial and temporal dynamics of polarity establish-
ment. Introducing newly determined flow values corrected
AC
B
D
FIGURE 6 Predictions of the mathematical
model obtained from size and temperature pertur-
bations. (A) Performance (negative log-likelihood
score) of the successive modifications of the math-
ematical model with an indication of the model
used (above) and of the corresponding figure panel
(below). The right-most gray bar corresponds to
optimization of each embryo individually (Fig. 3)
and is displayed for comparison. (B) Comparison
between the experimental data and the predictions
of the optimized model (M4) when the size of each
embryo is used (color-coded as indicated). (C)
Comparison between the experimental quantifica-
tion of the duration of the maintenance phase and
the predictions of M4. (D) Maintenance profiles
simulated by the optimized model at different tem-
peratures, to be compared with Fig. 5 E. To see this
figure in color, go online.
Quantitative Analysis of Cell Polarity 807spurious enrichment at the leading edge of the posterior
domain (Fig. 2). Why was such an enrichment reported in
embryos expressing GFP::PAR-2 in addition to endogenous
PAR-2 (13)? Conceivably, PAR-2 levels could influence
cortical flow velocity, through the anterior complex that
can promote actomyosin contractility (9). In this scenario,
higher PAR-2 levels may exclude anterior components
more efficiently, hence increasing their concentration on
the anterior. As for embryos expressing NMY-2::GFP (9),
we suggest that higher levels of total NMY-2 cause
increased cortical flows. Alternatively, it is conceivable
that the manual tracking of NMY-2::GFP might have been
biased toward selection of faster particles. Our analysis con-
firms that cortical mutual inhibition coupled to an overall
fixed pool of proteins can explain the observed scaling
and thus robustly pattern embryos of different sizes.
This model can also adapt to variations in temperature by
incorporating an Arrhenius equation for the diffusion coef-
ficient and the various reaction rates. The Arrhenius relation
for diffusion relates to the viscosity of the medium (i.e., the
cell cortex here, see the Supporting Material). Such an Ar-
rhenius dependence is valid for an amorphous substance
such as glass-like materials or colloidal gels (49) and has
been observed in bacteria (50), indicating that biological
material can exhibit such a type of viscous behavior.
Whether the cortex of C. elegans displays similar features
will be interesting to explore. Intriguingly, our results for
cortical flows (Fig. S11) suggest relative insensitivity to var-
iations in temperature, whereas cortical viscosity, which has
been postulated to be an important factor in cortical flow
dynamics (33), is predicted to be significantly affected by
such variations. One potential explanation for this apparentconundrum is that variations in viscosity are balanced by
changes in contractility throughout the probed temperature
range.
Our approach combining a large data set with maximum-
likelihood optimization allowed us to infer previously
unspecified parameters governing mutual inhibition. Of
importance, we found cooperativity of both anterior and
posterior complexes to be required for polarity establish-
ment. A previous model (14) proposed cooperativity be-
tween anterior proteins, in line with the evolutionarily
conserved protein-protein interaction site in PAR-3 proteins
that governs oligomerization (51). Here, we propose in
addition that cooperativity is needed among posterior
domain proteins. The underlying molecular tenets remain
to be discovered, but may result from a different mechanism
than in the anterior domain because no evidence of
oligomerization has been reported among posterior compo-
nents. One possibility is cooperative binding (37) between
one or several of the posterior PAR proteins and the 14-3-
3 protein PAR-5, which is necessary for efficient mutual
inhibition (46). Alternatively, multisite phosphorylation
of PAR-3 by PAR-1 (21) could provide such nonlinearity
(38).
In conclusion, we performed a quantitative analysis of
polarity establishment in C. elegans embryos that allowed
us to identify hitherto undetermined parameters and refine
a mathematical model to better account for variations in
size and temperature. In addition and of importance, the
automated pipeline that we developed provides an analytical
framework adequate to investigate both the dynamics and
the impact of other molecular players involved in polarity
establishment.Biophysical Journal 108(4) 799–809
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